IMMEDIATE:

INTERIOR ARCHITECT in LOS ANGELES
—MUST HAVE CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION EXPERIENCE AND BE REVIT EXPERT

Our client is seeking a self-motivated, highly-skilled INTERIOR ARCHITECT to work collaboratively with their design and technical team on a variety of project types. The ideal candidate will be a dynamic team-player with proven experience in all stages of interior architecture from conceptual design to detailed documentation. In addition, the candidate must possess a strong work ethic and outstanding client interface, leadership and communication skills.

Job Requirements:
- Seven to ten years’ of Interior Architecture experience.
- Bachelor’s degree in Interior Architecture or Architecture from an accredited school.
- Advanced knowledge of current versions of REVIT and AutoCAD.
- Fluent knowledge of Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative Suite, SketchUp, and InDesign. Lumion, Enscape and Rhino knowledge is also beneficial.
- Construction Documentation experience.

Responsibilities:
- Perform all aspects of interior architecture including programming, space planning, conceptual design, schematic design, design development and construction documentation.
- Knowledge in interior detailing is highly preferred.
- Produce presentation drawings that effectively and creatively communicate design ideas.
- Work collaboratively to coordinate design and documents with other disciplines.

Our client offers an intellectual and creative work environment with state of the art computer software integration, a large model shop with both laser and 3D print modeling, and a spacious open studio. Candidates will have strong involvement in the firm’s future growth.

TWO positions available: FULL TIME with a salary of $120k and also a CONTRACT HYBRID role with a duration of one year--please include desired hourly rate when applying for the contract position.

Interested and qualified candidates: Please email your resume, work samples and references to Malissa Hoffmann, NDH Search Worldwide, malissa.hoffmann@ndhsearch.com